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Evil in Toni Morrison s Sula In Toni Morrison s novel Sula, the conflict of good verses evil is embodied into the story in
various forms to question what defines right and wrong. Good verses evil is presented in forms that are interpreted on
the surface and beneath the surface which give it multiple meanings.

Playing the game may become identical with playing the game out. There are strategies for managing the end
of the game, including ways of deferring that ending, which come not after the game but in the thick of it. For
postmodernism has indeed shown an extraordinary capacity to renew itself in the conflagration of its demise.
One might almost say that the derivative character of postmodernism, the name of which indicates that it
comes after something else â€” modernism, modernity, or the modern â€” guarantees it an extended tenure
that the naming of itself as an ex nihilo beginning might not. Might postmodernism have solved the problem
of eternal life? I will here distinguish four different stages in the development of postmodernism: In the first
stage, which extends through the s and the early part of the s, the hypothesis of postmodernism was under
development on a number of 1 steven connor different fronts. Perhaps the principal problem was how to
synchronize the arguments of those who claimed that the societies of the advanced West had undergone
fundamental changes in their organization, and who therefore seemed to be characterizing a shift from
modernity to postmodernity, with the arguments of those who thought that they discerned a shift in the arts
and culture of these societies from a distinctively modernist phase to a distinctively â€” or indistinctly â€”
postmodernist phase. Indeed, it seemed to be a feature of the postmodern itself that parallelism became more
important and interesting than causation. This was also the period of the most vigorous syncretism in thinking
of the postmodern. I was an amateur astronomer as a boy and I remember being told that the way to make out
the elusive color of a faint star was not to look directly at it, but to look just to its side, since this allowed the
image to fall on a part of the retina that is more sensitive to color. Postmodernism arose from the
amalgamation of these many deflections or diagonal gazes. Postmodernist theory responded to the sense that
important changes had taken place in politics, economics, and social life, changes that could broadly be
characterized by the two words delegitimation and dedifferentiation. Centrist or absolutist notions of the state,
nourished by the idea of the uniform movement of history towards a single outcome, were beginning to
weaken. It was no longer clear who had the authority to speak on behalf of history. The rise of an economy
driven from its peripheries by patterns of consumption rather than from its center by the needs of production
generated much more volatile and unstable economic conditions. These erosions of authority were
accompanied by a breakdown of the hitherto unbridgeable distinctions between centers and peripheries,
between classes and countries. Given these changes, it seemed to many reasonable to assume that equivalent
changes would take place in the spheres of art and culture. The problem was that this very assumption drew
from a model in which there was enough of a difference between the spheres of politics, economics, and
society on the one hand and art and culture on the other for the spark of a specifiable relation to be able to
jump between them. Some accounts of postmodernism depended on the argument that not only had the
conditions of social and economic organization changed, but so, as an effect of those changes, had the
relations between the social and economic and the artistic-cultural. Drawing on the early work of Baudrillard,
Fredric Jameson saw that, rather than subsisting in a state of fidgety internal exile, the sphere of culture was in
fact undergoing a prodigious expansion in an 3 steven connor economy driven by sign, style, and spectacle
rather than by the production of goods. It is perhaps for this reason that the s saw such a proliferation of
variants in the words used to describe the phenomena under discussion. At this period, it did not seem possible
even to discuss the existence of the postmodern without being drawn into its discourse. At this point, the
argument about whether there really was such a thing as postmodernism, which had driven earlier discussions
of the subject, started to evaporate, since the mere fact that there was discourse at all about the subject was
now sufficient proof of the existence of postmodernism â€” but as idiom rather than actuality. Postmodernism
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became the name for the activity of writing about postmodernism. Thus postmodernism had passed from the
stage of accumulation into its more autonomous phase. No longer a form of cultural barometer,
postmodernism had itself become an entire climate. Now, its dominant associations were with
postcolonialism, multiculturalism and identity politics. So, whereas postmodernism had expanded its reach in
academic discussion, it had shrunk down into a casual term of abuse in more popular discourse.
Postmodernism had become autonomous from its objects. So far, I have been describing postmodernism as
though it were itself merely a descriptive project, the attempt simply to get the measure of the new prevailing
conditions in art, society, and culture. But, from its beginning, postmodernism has always been more than a
cartographic enterprise; it has also been a project, an effort of renewal and transformation. The questions
raised by postmodernism were always questions of value. There were many in the s who welcomed the
loosening of the grip of modernism in favor of a more popular sensibility, and for a period postmodernism was
strongly identified with what were thought of as the leveling tendencies of cultural studies, with its emphasis
on popular culture. This was in conflict with the view held by many early formulators of postmodernism.
Rather, they were inclined to emphasize the difficulty, the challenge, and the provocation of postmodernist art.
Indeed, Lyotard was inclined to see postmodernism as the reactivation of principles that had flared up first in
modernism. Whereas the modernity refused by modernists was the modernity of urban transformation, mass
production, and speed of transport and communications, the modernity refused by postmodernists was that of
consumer capitalism, in which the world, forcibly wrenched into new material forms by modernity, was being
transformed by being immaterialized, transformed into various kinds of spectacle. As postmodern studies
began to proliferate, more complex relations began to arise between description and allegiance, or between
postmodernism conceived as a condition and postmodernism conceived as a project. During the s, it was still
possible to separate out the question of whether there was such a thing as postmodernism from the question of
whether one was or was not generally for it. The work of Fredric Jameson may be seen as maintaining the
fragile equilibrium between description and recommendation, which is why that work has been read in so
many different ways: Fredric Jameson once amused himself and his readers with a diagram that permutated
the ways in which being pro- or anti-modernism could be combined with being pro- or anti-postmodernist.
The range of possibilities would be as follows. In fact, most of those who wrote about postmodern condition in
the s were broadly in favor of it, or at least saw the postmodern as an irresistible necessity. In the case of this
model, the phantom position is that which would both dispute the possibility of postmodernism and yet be in
favor of it. But even this Carrollian contortion seems to have found an exponent. The Modern Constitution
arises out of the sense of the sharp separation of nature and culture, and out of the forms of knowledge they
produce and are addressed by. Nature produces science, the knowledge of how things are in themselves.
Culture language, society, politics produces the social sciences and the discourses of morality, politics,
psychology, etc. Modernity is characterized by the belief that there is no relation between these two kinds of
object or between these two kinds of knowledge; indeed, by the requirement that they should be kept
rigorously distinct. We might recognize here a version of the distinction between the spheres marked out
earlier, albeit unreliably, as modernity and modernism, postmodernity and postmodernism. Latour then
re-angles his argument to address the question of temporality. He shows that the first absolutism, the absolute
separation between inhuman things and human cultures, is mapped on to a second, the absolute temporal
distinction between past and present. But the multiplication of quasi-objects produces a temporal turbulence, a
multiplication of times: No one knows any longer whether the reintroduction of the bear in Pyrenees,
kolkhozes, aerosols, the Green Revolution, the anti-smallpox vaccine, Star Wars, the Muslim religion,
partridge hunting, the French Revolution, service industries, labour unions, cold fusion, Bolshevism, relativity,
Slovak nationalism, commercial sailboats, and so on, are outmoded, up to date, futuristic, atemporal,
nonexistent, or permanent. Cultures â€” different or universal â€” do not exist, any more than Nature does.
Furthermore, there never have been any cultures in the sense of wholly selfinventing, non-natural phenomena.
The postmoderns are right about the dispersion; every contemporary assembly is polytemporal. But they are
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wrong to retain the framework and to keep on believing in the requirement of continual novelty that
modernism demanded. By mixing elements of the past together in the form of collages and citations, the
postmoderns recognize to what extent these citations are truly outdated. But it is a long way from a
provocative quotation extracted out of a truly finished past to a reprise, repetition or revisiting of a past that
has never disappeared. This is perhaps the most lasting problem of postmodernism. The more compelling
postmodernism seems as an hypothesis, the more it seems that it might be a condition rather than an
imperative, and the more beside the point seems the question of how or whether one chooses to be
postmodernist. Choosing to be postmodernist then starts to look like choosing to embrace contingency, when
the point about contingency is that it chooses you, for its own non reasons. The most striking difference
between modernism and postmodernism is that, though both depend upon forms of publicity, few guides or
introductions to modernism appeared until it was felt to be over. Modernism was built out of prophecy rather
than retrospect. The guide appears more democratic than the manifesto, in that it attempts to meet the reader
on his or her own ground; but, in the pedagogic relation it assumes and establishes, it can also work to
maintain a privative distinction between those in the know and those not yet so. The structure of books such as
my own Postmodernist Culture , , which tracked the emergence of different kinds of postmodernism from
different kinds of modernism, encouraged readers to feel that, in order to understand and participate in the
postmodernist break, it was necessary for them to undergo a kind of apprenticeship in modernism. The
seemingly paradoxical fact that the affirmation of the postmodern break required such extensive reprise of
modernism does not seem so paradoxical after all, if postmodernist theory is seen as having the same uneasy
relation to its public as modernism did to its public, and if postmodernism is seen as driven by some of the
same resentful desire for privilege as modernism. It should therefore not seem so surprising that the
postmodernist transformation should have brought about so remarkable and extensive a revival of interest and
research in modernism on all fronts. Modernism had shocked sensibilities and assaulted senses with sex,
speed, noise, and nonsense. Postmodernist artists have carried on relentlessly shocking and assaulting and
provoking, as they had done for nearly a century, but they added to their repertoire the kinds of defensive
attack represented by postmodernist theory. Modernist work was shock requiring later analysis. Eliot wrote,
referring to something else altogether: Being modernist always meant not quite realizing that you were so.
Being postmodernist always involved the awareness that you were so. But, if Bell is right when he says that
modernism is surpassed by being diffused, so postmodernism may also be suffering the same fate. We have
reached a situation in which the idea of postmodernism has both broadened and become simplified. The late s
were characterized by a different kind of guide, which pays attention to postmodernism as a general and
popular sensibility. We can now, it seems, be postmodernist without knowing it, and without ever having had
to get good grades in modernism. Postmodernism shares with modernism a kind of presentism. Other
literary-cultural periods in the past have come about when cultures have looked elsewhere, with a renewing
attention to other periods, other cultures: Postmodernism, by contrast, is concerned almost exclusively with
the nature of its own presentness. Indeed, one definition of postmodernism might be: Of course,
postmodernism shares with modernism its concern with the present, as well as its sense of the long or
enduring present. The presentness to which modernism was drawn was a hair-tigger affair, always on the brink
of futurity. By contrast, the perpetual present of postmodernism is 10 Introduction mapped, scheduled, dense
with retrospection and forecast. The present as of old is all there is, but now it includes all time. There is
nothing absent from this present, which makes it curiously spectral. This means in its turn that the present can
start to age, to become old before its time. The present of postmodernism has come to seem like a stalled
present, an agitated but idle meanwhile. Perhaps the most extraordinary example of the generalization of
postmodernist thinking in the rich cultures of the North is in the area of sexuality. Sex used to be proclaimed
to be the secret, forbidden truth of human life. It is now the most manifest, ubiquitous, and compulsory truth.
Sex can no longer be stopped or avoided. From being the accessory that assisted the packaging and
consumption of a range of commodities, sex has become the product that other commodities exist to sell. Sex
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has come into its own, because sex wants to be more than sex. This is why everything is sex â€” because sex
has become the form and the name of transcendence. Sex has become the only and ultimate quality.
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"A groundbreaking study, A Spirit of Dialogue examines through extensive, interdisciplinary research, theory, and close
reading the intricate reconstructions, extensions, and resonances of the West African myth of spirit children, the
"Born-to-Die," in contemporary African American neo-slave narratives.

Forms of Oppression and their Consequences as depicted in the Novels 2. I, Tituba, Black Witch of Salem 2.
Blacks within subjugating Mechanisms of Slavery. Self-love versus Dehumanization 2. Motherhood in
Slavery and the Tradition of Infanticide. It will be revealed that the assumed changes of conditions for black
women nowadays are rather superficial and that discrimination and inequality, compared to men and white
people, have been persisting. It has to be taken into consideration that with regard to the general human aspect,
male misery in the novels corresponds to female suffering. This means exploitation, fear, despair, helplessness
and weakness are not exclusively connected with women, as will be shown. In the novels both black men and
women are victims of systems of subjugation and discrimination. However, it is striking that in the books
women and their particular situation and problems dominate the plot. It will be shown that in their suffering,
women share a special status connected with their definition of their selves, their universal responsibilities e. It
will be discussed how Blacks, especially women, were capable at all to endure and survive the physical and
mental tortures of captivity in slavery or of discrimination and inequality after slavery. Connected with this
question the role of the African culture is debated. The analysis of this important and interesting theme focuses
on questions that are essential for an entire comprehension of the books, for example: How are feelings
especially love presented and which special functions do they fulfill? What significance do the various
interpersonal relationships have? To what extent are they cores of resistance? What causes the significance of
female friendships? What differentiates female suffering from male? Therefore, it shall be shown how this
dark part of the American history influenced, respectively manipulated, human beings and their actions and
feelings and is still present in prejudice, racism and inequality. Beside Beloved, Sula particularly confirms that
the difficulties and injustices of the past still affect the black community and cause disturbing effects.
Regarding their context, subjugation and resistance are closely connected. As the analysis in 2. However,
resistance has various forms and can be offered consciously or unconsciously. Especially female victims of
enslavement, discrimination or prejudice demonstrate resistance that seems to be the opposite of what is
mostly connected with the term: Rather do they develop their new, effective strategies and distinctive methods
to oppose those subjugating mechanisms of slavery, patriarchy or racism they have been suffering from. But
what does actually subjugation mean? And, the other way round, do we not know of forms and strategies of
subjugation that are far from being defined since they involve various devastating cruelties and inhumanities,
which are not understandable to the human mind? With regard to this, it seems that neither the crimes of the
past nor the injustices of the present are compatible to plain and logical definitions and sober scientific
analyses. On this background, fiction as a means of entirely describing destinies, feelings, circumstances and
interpersonal relationships seems much more appropriate. This is because skilful fiction does not merely tell,
depict, describe and explain but eventually involves and captivates the reader. This way, it ideally causes a
kind of emotional intimacy between the reader and the fictional characters which lets the reader approach
differently and allows different conclusions. However, this seems only constructive when fiction claims to be
realistic in one way or another e. Can this be possible? It can be assumed that probably every abducted
individual, forced into slavery, is in some way affected and finally consumed by such traumas of separation,
abandonment and loss of identity. What kind of world that had taken me away from my own people? That had
forced me to live among people that did not speak my language and who did not share my religion in their
forbidding, unwelcoming land? Savage nature, savage men! Protecting, well-meaning nature, openhearted and
generous men. The Puritan world seems so superior to Tituba - for it is a whole community which acts against
a single person - that she is often tempted to despair of her longing for her native country and her desperate
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situation as a slave. I was a nonbeing. Slaves were not only denied basic civil rights such as free speech, free
opinion or fair trial. Mostly they were simply deprived of everything that signifies and individualizes a human
being - factors like culture, tradition, religion, identity and membership in a community. What was left to them
at best were their thoughts and sorrow. At this point, Tituba can compensate such treatment with her
relationship to John Indian, her inner knowledge that she is legally free and her connection to her country and
spirits. Things change when Tituba has to face injustice by people she believed to know her and back her.
Although having used her skills in healing for Mrs. Parris, Tituba is only once thanked by her but usually
never rewarded. Tituba is deeply hurt by such expressions, which are probably not even formulated arbitrarily
but reflect the popular opinion. From an objective point of view, her only mistake is that her appearance,
mentality and temper are different from Puritan ideals and ideologies and thus her rejection is merely based on
prejudices, intolerance and bigotry. Right from the beginning of her acquaintance to Mrs. Parris and her
daughter, Tituba befriends them and comforts, soothes and distracts them by conversations, massages,
storytelling or simply by listening. This might be one of the reasons why Tituba frequently runs the risk of
being exploited. When it becomes known in Salem that she has extraordinary skills, people quickly try to
convince her to use her skills for them to do harm to others, such as Sarah Hutchinson who wants Tituba to
help her taking revenge for the theft of her flock. He is the minister, an authority and representative of God on
earth. Within the community, he is respected, maybe also feared. Besides, he is a husband and father and it
must be assumed that, self-righteously, he sees himself as a just and virtuous man. Regarding the fact that
Puritans are seen by historians as very collected and serious people, who hide their feelings and keep their
emotions under control[23], Samuel Parris represents a typical Puritan. The polemical quotation by H. Women
were dependent on men, at first on their fathers, later on their husbands. The common law said: He gains his
dominance by making use of violence and intimidation, which is present in his whole behavior and
appearance. The result is that Samuel Parris is not loved but detested and not respected but feared by his
family. Especially the relationship between Samuel and his wife reveals these human abysses. Elizabeth Parris
fits into the Puritan principle that women are nothing without men. She seems to be a puppet in his hands and
not able to survive without him. However, she is not inferior to her husband because she accepts the
conventional roles but because she is forced to be, which means that she is not strong enough to defend herself
against her husband. Once she dares to contradict him, he reacts brutally and strikes her in presence of the
children, Tituba and John Indian[28]. This is not the only situation in which the discrepancies between
husband and wife are illustrated. An interesting detail is that Mrs. Parris is not confident about what happens
in intimate moments with her husband: This might also be true of Samuel Parris, whose fanatic religiousness
is rather a kind of outlet or facade to compensate and cover his actual feelings. Therefore, it can not be fully
revealed whether his misinterpretation of the Bible, according to which moderation and chastity does
contradict conjugal love and intimacy, is mere incompetence or arbitrary escapism. Once more, the minister is
depicted as hardhearted, egocentric but in a way also as a self-conscious and lonesome man. One can figure
out clearly why Elizabeth Parris chooses Tituba as a companion and lets her have a look into her inmost
secrets. The relation between Tituba and Mrs. And so is Tituba. The reader witnesses that both of them suffer
from Parris, whose brutality welds them together: This blood sealed our alliance. From your father, your
mother, and your people. Only temporarily and unconsciously Elizabeth dares to leave her schemes: This is
emphasized by their characterization, for instance that of Dr. Sarah Hutchinson, Rebecca Nurse and their later
mistrust, respectively their indifference towards her and the condemnation of her powers. You can only do
evil. You are evil itself. Her humanity, helpfulness and sympathy contrast the contempt and hostility she is
treated with. As was shown before, she is oppressed and treated like a non-being but facing such a situation,
Tituba neither becomes an opportunist like her husband nor a weak-willed subject to her oppressors. She may
have been humiliated, hurt and victimized but she was never broken. I will not give in. I will not do evil! But
even if it appears to be the impulse that leads to another disaster - the extinction of a family - it was not in
vain. In other words, Yao would not have been likely to survive even if Abena had not been murdered. Tituba
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is driven off the plantation, which brings about her liberation from slavery and the chance to grow up in
freedom and safety. In addition, Abena is freed from slavery as well and enters the invisible world as a spirit,
where she can exist well-balanced and therefore truer to herself. Moreover, she and Yao meet again in the
invisible world and they can finally leave behind the dreadfulness of their former existence. This might be one
of the reasons why she is such an active character and ready to resist injustice subsequent to her judgment of
things in agreement with her personal values and common sense. In order to resist them, she has to apply this
knowledge and these convictions and values. Gradually, as white people, their views and manners grow
incomprehensible and intolerable to Tituba, her resistance becomes more courageous and resolute for instance
when she refuses to confess her sins stating: What goes on in my head and my heart is my business.
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Jeannie Zandi Below the mind there is a beautiful, inarguable, direct experience that you are. I invite you to
notice this fact: When we are invited here, when we land in this moment, we find the simplicity and
nourishment that emanate from the core of our being as we rest from the outer world. To the extent we can
drop our attention away from the content of thought and open ourselves to this holy dimension of life, to
presence, we are fed. For a time, we can just rest in a dimension deeper than thought, below the particulars,
and drop into raw being. Anything that arises to draw us away from noticing this moment, any struggles or
suffering, are the essential arguments we have with our existence and places where our pain obscures the truth.
None of these will be mended or addressed outside ourselves. No matter what we look for outside of ourselves
in relating with others, these essential issues are ours to become conscious of, own and resolve or we will
export the responsibility for it onto others and create messes. The fact of our human predicament is
underscored when relating to other human beings. How do we stay close to each other and clear in ourselves
when we are faced with the simultaneous combination of our timeless depth of presence, and our shadowy
collection of misguided creature motivations? We can feel pretty peaceful and perfect sitting on our cushions,
but in a split second, even the tiniest little exchanges with others can take us away from this perfection into
confusion. We must reclaim this ground of being as our sanctuary and resource for returning to sanity,
especially in the presence of other beings. There are few places in life where we are more invested than in our
relationships and thus relating intimately combines both love and challenge. This is one of the beauties of
relationship: When something or someone truly matters to us, when there is something we deeply know we are
for or is for us, it creates a cauldron that holds a fire. If we face the fire, it has the power to deconstruct the
false in us. Relationship is the end of spiritual bypassing. We can get by for a while on the high of romance
and make a life out of avoiding things, but deep relating inevitably brings us to the heart of what matters.
There is nothing sweeter than sitting with another human being or beings in the full realization of the Holy,
looking into their eyes, simply and fully here. I invite you for a moment to picture and invoke the highest
beauty you have experienced in the company of another being. In my experience, the deepest beauty in
relating occurs when we stop and rest in presence, and the two-ness is dissolved in the light of shared being.
With this taste of sweetness, let yourself rest into the ground and abide in being, allowing your system to
picture this sweet otherness as you directly experience grounding in your own sovereign, felt existence. Now, I
invite you to imagine a challenging moment you have experienced while relating with another being. Imagine
resting in the same way in the middle of it, allowing whatever is triggered to coexist with breath and ground
and a sense of your own sovereign being. Before taking one more step or uttering one more word, stop and
soak in the Holy. Nowhere is this more useful to remember than in challenging moments of relating. This right
here, this being, this zero is a foundation, a haven, a sanctuary. We need to return to it regularly when we are
relating to other people. It gives us the capacity to snip anything strange that is growing between us, to cut any
malignancy or falseness in a moment with the willingness to go nowhere, to get nothing, to humble ourselves,
to lose everything, to return to zero. When our relationships are ruled by this commitment to the ground of
being, it can only contribute to relating from what is true in an enduring and fulfilling way.
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Each novel partakes of a new concern: Morrison herself has designated the themes of the first three novels as
self-image and cruelty in The Bluest Eye, a community's response to good and evil in Sula, and male perceptions of love
and dominance in Song of Solomon.

This article is POV form the outset, and i suggest a change of the intro, preferably followed by a complete
rewrite. Rest assured, i am discussing the issue first, but i will take it into my own hands unless any other
neutral, NPOV editor makes the required changes. Thanks Phallicmonkey talk We do not state outright that
unproven abilities exist, we state that some people have proposed, or vbelieve they exist. Examples include
"mythical", "fictional", "a belief", and in the present case "paranormal", "psychic", "new age", "occult",
"channeling". It should not be necessary in the case of an adequately framed article to add more, for example
to describe Jeane Dixon as a psychic who appeared on TV says it all. That finding unanimously supported
even uses the topic of this particular article as the illustrative example and states unambiguously that qualifiers
for the term "psychic" are not needed. ArbCom was correct in their finding about that. I do, however, agree
that the insertion of claimed, alleged or whathaveyou is often bad style. The lead and article should be written
from a scholarly external perspective, describing psychic powers with due incredulity. That said, I do see the
ArbCom finding as relevant - they did not say that the topic is framed because there is a Wikipedia article
about the word that does the framing, the idea of framing is larger than that and other sections of that
arbitration apply also, including the finding on "cultural artifacts". In any case, the qualifying words are as you
said, bad style, and there are better ways to address concerns that a reader might get the wrong idea about the
topic. It is misleading and inaccurate. For example, as McGeddon pointed out to me, it may also refer to
fictional characters, so saying that they have a claimed ability does not make sense. However, the fictional
point by McGeddon is a good one, and the use of the term in fiction should be addressed in the lead and the
article. To me that sounds a lot like a POV on the subject. Whether psychic abilities are real or not is not the
question in point, but rather when describing something it is not good form to pass an immediate judgement
and yes, I would say the same if the lead was pro-psychic. The word needs to be removed for greater
neutrality. And a large amount of parapsychologists believe there to be evidence pointing towards the
existance of ESP, and they are the specialists after all. National Academy of Sciences report, for example.
When describing something you state what it is- you do not inject an opinion into it Spritebox talk Drive the
Pseudos Out Ordinarily, when experimental evidence fails repeatedly to support a hypothesis, that hypothesis
is abandoned. Within parapsychology, however, more than a century of experimentation has failed even to
conclusively demonstrate the mere existence of paranormal phenomenon, yet parapsychologists continue to
pursue that elusive goal. Someone might casually refer to my pill as a "quack cure for cancer" or "fake cancer
cure", which suggests that it is a kind of cancer cure which has the property of being quack or fake. But being
fake is not a property of some cancer cures; rather, saying "fake" is a way of saying it is not a cancer cure at
all. Similarly, saying that psychic abilities are "claimed", "proposed", or "alleged" abilities is necessary
because the matter of controversy is precisely whether they exist at all. A "claimed" ability may be truly
claimed, which is to say, it is an ability; or it may be falsely claimed, in which case it is no ability at all. To
call it merely "an ability" is to exclude the latter possibility, since a falsely claimed ability is not "an ability" at
all. The "powers" may not exist, but simply claiming one has them does not make them one. The "matter of
controversy" is irrelevant to the definition of the term. Similarly, presenting ANY discussion of "psychic
powers" without indicating the lack of scientific basis for many of the claims of ESP, or to frame the
discussion in a manner that omits this information is a failure of the most basic aspect of an encyclopedia.
Hence, consider framing this article akin to a discussion on religion: Seems to me this approach would be
helpful here as well. The US Army has been investigating this too and some programs have been set up. See
link at http: Also see the article about Lubandi Mamba Mulozi , a congolese "sorcerer". Review info and add
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in article. It really depends on how far you want to take this idea Wiseguy talk Everyone has the psychic part
of the brain in them but whether they have conscious control over it or not is another matter, very few are born
or develop in life with it bridged but a majority of the public goes about their everyday life without regard to
such Wiseguy talk Does anybody know for sure where this comes from? Our minds just happen to be at the
vertices of the complex fractal called Cosmos. The net of a polyhedron looks like a fractal because it is. So,
what shape does the universal fractal fold into? But has nothing to do with "facts" nor this article in terms of
the requirement that an encyclopedia contain "factual" statements. The opening lines of any wikipedia article
is intended to give a concise summary of the topic discussed, in a language understood by any reader
regardless of their familiarity with the subject matter. The way the current introduction reads, the only
reasonable interpretation is that the consensus of wikipedia is that psychic abilities are a real phenomena. It
must be stressed early on in the text that this in an alleged ability, no such disclaimer exists. The problem is
further compounded by the contrasting second paragraph, stating the term also applies to "those who fake it",
or emulate purely for entertainments sake. Imagine an article that began.. It could also refer to replicas of such
weapons. Psychic abilities are no different. If you cannot see this, you have lost your objectivity. While I
appreciate that a controversial subject such as this evokes strong feelings in both proponents and opponents, as
long as we can all agree, with a cool, level headed analysis, that this ability is not yet recognized as a real
phenomena by the mainstream scientific community, any angling of the article that obfuscates this fact is
inherently detrimental, and must be remedied. I am adding the word "alleged" to the first paragraph. Also it is
good to let the facts speak for themselves. The article already states what scientists or rather, I should say,
adherents to scientific methodology think. It also states what those who believe in psychic phenomena think.
Whether one or the other group of people has a stronger hold on the WP: TRUTH is not for us to say, but is
rather for the reader to decide after having considered an editorially detached presentation of verifiable but not
necessarily veracious assertions. Cosmic Latte talk Both proponents and opponents are referring to the same
ability when they say, "this ability exists" or, "this ability does not exist. The lead does go on to note where the
dispute lies. So, no need to rush into the dispute--the article gets there in due time. Basically, treat this topic as
you would an article on a religion. This is a subtle, but I feel important, distinction. The references to my mind
support this rewrite. The only other change is moving the attribution to the end, which flows better and is
more usual. This was reverted saying that there was consensus to not make this change. How about we replace
"critics and skeptics" with just "critics. The real point is that this is something said about psychics, and I think
we can all agree on that. I prefer the sentence with the subject leading, rather than using passive voice. If other
editors not following me around have a problem then they can discuss it here. Consensus can change, but I see
no evidence that these edits are controversial or go against previous consensus. There is a difference between
critic and sceptic, perhaps if you read the links you might understand better? Extensive use of pure reversion,
long-term edit warring, in total disregard of the opinions of other editors. I agree with Verbal that not all
critics are skeptics, so perhaps instead of rejigging the sentence, just replace Skeptics with Critics i. It depends
on the exact question for the 10 per-center. And, frankly, the responses here seem to be suggesting that the edit
was disruptive, which is nonsense. People do not WP: OWN this article, and if even such trivial
unobjectionable improvements like that get such a strongly worded reaction then there is a clear WP: Robert
McConnell and Thelma Clark report the results of a survey regarding attitudes toward parapsychology among
the membership of the prestigious National Academy of Sciences who sponsored the Enhancing Human
Performance report on mental development programs that was highly critical of parapsychology.
Neuroscientists were the most hostile to psi research of the all the specialty groups. There is another review
cited. I can see we will need to look at the original source. It would be better to hew more closely to source.
Does anyone have access to the original? It would help if you left out your "on-line polemic", to use your
words. To say either, though, would be OR. Perhaps if we can get the original source, we can expand that. I
copy edited it to make it standard English, and added, in the body, a mention of neuroscientists as being the
most hostile specialty to parapsychology. On the one hand, a general survey of scientists would not necessarily
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be authoritative as to scientific consensus in any particular field, for outside their fields, scientists are often
more similar to the generally educated population than to specialists. But on the other hand, the National
Academy of Sciences is a prestigious organization and it deserves high prominence, so I moved this text to the
top of that section. Thus, citing Samuel as an example of an early form of a psychic in 1 Samuel 9 is
inaccurate. Captain Nutrition talk But why mention only this particular "study" which was not based on
research when numerous other studies AND laboratory research have found positive evidence of
"parapsychological phenomena"? Why only refer to the only "study" that I am aware of which failed to find
evidence of psychic abilities? Zak Martin zak isis. Pretty far from Florida.
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5: Full text of "The Toni Morrison Encyclopedia"
Thus, Morrison writes against binaries: Sula suggests that in an organic universe where a life force permeates all, good
and evil and their semantic properties are perceptible. And in understanding ogbanje's apropos, ideological
metafunction, that point becomes more lucid.

I guess some things ARE just best left unsaid How is one supposed to respond to it? By providing it with a
lukewarm response? By despising it and turning off five minutes in? I would certainly recommend the film,
but to whom? For sure, what is admirable about "Sleeping Dogs Lie" is its refreshing amount of
self-confidence, in spite of its level of budgeting; it is also periodically funny and possesses a surprisingly rich
palette of characterisation in the supporting department. But what to really MAKE of any of it? Amongst the
many things what some would refer to as poisons that characterise the western world today, people smoke
drugs; women undergo abortions; many engage in pre-marital sex and many other poor souls are addicted to
all manner of nasty vices. It concludes that it was, in her own words, a moment of madness and since she was
alone and no one has since been told, the event passed into a form of personal mythology as the years
progressed. Still prickling away at Amy, however, is her big secret. What the film turns into from here is fairly
standard in the narrative sense: The Wedding", however, nobody blinks. At the core of "Frozen" are lessons on
responsibility and how power requires both a calm head and tremendous care. It is also the perfect film for two
young sisters to sit down and absorb together, and not just because kids will like the bouncy songs and the
funny snowman, but because its central relationship is between two sisters. The film is designed, it would
therefore seem, to impart the message that things do not always go according to plan in families nor in love ,
but that they are ultimately worth sticking at. For reasons unexplained, young Elsa possesses the very
X-Men-like magical ability to turn anything into a wintry, snowy object. This leads to the rendering of
playtime with her younger sister Anna a little more exciting than it might ordinarily be, with snowball fights
and large slippery ice flumes around the huge interior rooms they occupy being the order of the day. Elsa is
heir to the crown, but is considered too dangerous to be around her sister for fate of nearly killing her with her
abilities. As a consequence, the girls are segregated against their will until both are old enough to identify with
a degree of maturity. By the time this arrives, their parents are dead and Elsa is due to inherit the throne. Anna
can barely contain her excitement, for the reason that she is on the cusp of being able to interact with other
people at the ceremony and potentially even find a spouse. She came close to killing somebody once, and she
may accidentally do it again The film is by no means a failure, but has a hard time balancing the two sisters as
duel-protagonists and suffers as a consequence - there is a healthy degree of ambition in what directors
Jennifer Lee and Chris Buck attempt, but it all too often feels like a bit of a weekend cartoon in need of some
reigning in. Certainly, the film looks good - the wintry setting has been brought to life wonderfully well and is
certainly able to take its place alongside the likes of "Wreck-It Ralph" and "Finding Nemo" as an
accomplishment of special effects whereby you are plunged into a world entirely different to our own. If I
were to accuse the film of needing the character of Olaf Josh Gad to provide it with a bit of energy - even to
keep it amusing - I imagine few would argue. If lacking in this magical, wise-cracking snowman, whom Anna
meets along her way to confront Elsa, the film is not even necessarily funny, and takes on an entirely different
complexion. Its songs, whilst on the receiving end of much praise, struck me as somewhat ordinary and too
recurrent. America elected its first black president, before going on to reject his would-be heir in for somebody
else The economic situation tanked, social media exploded and the lines between men and women were
greyed. Viewing it now, and forgetting one or two of the set ups and comedic beats, it is still at least a very
funny film: A few years later, he was the rounded character we all know now playing undercard to Ali G on
British television before then making his first foray into America in with "Ali G in da USAiii". Sagdiyev is a
television journalist living in a backwards Kazakh village seemingly characterised by incest; child soldiers;
anti-Semitism and technological retardation. The results are to be shot on film and, it seems, conveyed in this
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very piece What follows is, broadly speaking, a series of incidences consisting of Baron Cohen involving his
character with a number of real-life people in a set of curious set-pieces which, I THINK, is trying to get to the
bottom of what kind of place America is. Initially, the film takes a noticeably minimalist approach to
answering its hypothesis: Who was the blonde on the television last night? Where does she live? In
Washington DC, a gay pride rally suddenly becomes part of proceedings. Once on the road, and as the money
dwindles and his friendship with Azamat is strained, the adventure turns into a bit of a nightmare But what did
anybody really "learn"? Writing in Slate Magazine, Christopher Hitchens seemed to think the film,
inadvertently or otherwise, more broadly exposed the tremendous tolerance America has of outsiders and how
calm and understanding many often are in dealing with outsiders. For this, it was a success. Others lamented
as to how it was too keen to attack conservative targets, while a more general gripe seemed to be as to how the
film was little more, when all is said and done, but a few candid-camera skits. Seeing it now, we learn
America is a diverse nation split by class and culture: I think ultimately, the film tries to make a correlation
between some of America and the village at the beginning - we chuckle at those supposedly living in the
stone-age, but the joke is on us when the next 70 minutes reminds us of how some of this stuff is already in the
West. If he has to sort out some personal business by way of a phone call before he gets into the nitty-gritty of
his life story, then he will. This is all before he has even uttered a word of genuine substance. There is not, of
course, any correlation between sporting success and kind; prosperous societies which are worth living in, but
it is, as George Orwell once attempted to convey in a work which unfolded in a mock-USSR setting, the case
that something certainly becomes true when enough people believe it - irrespective of whether that thing is
true in reality. Despite their terrifying nature, societies and films about these societies along the lines of the
Soviet Union are, for whatever reason, often morbidly fascinating - more so once we know they have
disbanded and can gawp on in awe at what life was like within them: Going on what I read from those who
lived there, the Soviet Union was not a good place to be: The skylines were desolate and grey, scarred by
buildings beyond repair. It was a society of lies and corruption, not one of peace; love; progress and equality.
Its saddest story is the tale of young Pavlik Morozov, who grassed to the Stalinist authorities the fact his
parents were hoarding grain. His parents were killed, and a statue went up in a town square of the boy who
was seen as an example to all. The odd nature of the country and how its rulers secretly knew it was a bad
place to be is nicely captured via a short story therein the documentary, which recalls how KGB agents would
confiscate the passports of hockey players in order to prevent defections once they had arrived at their foreign
destination. Why would anyone want to defect from the Soviet paradise? Agonisingly, he died shortly after the
release of the documentary anyway. It depicts them using the somewhat obscure combination of the rhythm of
ballet and the tactical nous of chess to create a team which blasts their way into greatness, winning the vast
majority of their finals and seemingly spoiling the lofty opinions certain western powerhouses had of
themselves in the process. Do not let the tough nature of the sale put you off - this combination of the Soviet
Union and ice hockey wrapped up into a documentary package works really well. It would be a film about
love; loss; guilt and rediscovery. This is not to say that "Cliffhanger" is a bad film - it is not, in fact it is a
fairly nifty actioner combining a familiar story of a heist gone wrong with the odd disaster genre convention
thrown in unfolding in a bleak, snowy wilderness. Its characters are divided into two camps: The camps
themselves are, interestingly, divided further still: Tucker, as you can understand, is not best pleased to see
him. Much of this is a prompt for a series of toing and froing when Tucker and Walker are caught by the cons
and made to hike around searching for the final case of money, which has blown further away from the other
two. Additionally, nobody in the vicinity of any of this actually seems to like one another Renny Harlin, who
actually directed Die Hard 2 prior to this, essentially re-renders the Colorado mountains the Nakatomi Plaza
skyscraper from the initial entry: Meanwhile, the backup takes the entire film to arrive at proceedings via a
helicopter. The film possesses various themes and content to do with forgiveness; redemption and love, but
they are too buried at the core of "Cliffhanger" for us to really notice, or care - kept there under close
observation so as to not interfere too much with the primary content. Catching Fire" will depend heavily on
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whether you took to the first film - that is to say, if you did not, then you will curse having to sit through two
hours or so here of what is essentially the same content retreated, if not entirely rerun. As far as I can care
enough to ascertain, there are two major differences between this entry and its predecessor: For the totally
uninitiated, "The Hunger Games" unfolds in a cruel English-speaking autocracy which consists of various
districts in what is either the far future or a parallel universe. The society prides itself on a kind of
faux-patriotism, or po-faced ideas linked to national identity, which are connected to unparalleled honour to
the state and its premier as well as its militaristic history and seemed to come out best or worst in various
Communist societies throughout history: At the peak of its powers, the Soviet Union was probably one of the
most patriotic nations on Earth. But whatever - they live because the twist made for great TV. Central to the
previous film was the notion of what constitutes entertainment, and what violence does to a society and a
person when it is compartmentalised for amusement or pleasure. Did any of these things change in Katniss by
the end? Not really, and we are not granted satisfying closure anyway due to the need to tee up a third entry,
which is handles clumsily. For the film, it allows itself permission to cynically bring together proven battle
hardened champions to face off with one another, essentially permitting more action and fighting than if the
competitors were newbies with no clue as to what to do. This particular entry is not without merit, but it lacks
something special for it to be anything more than what it is - a moderate actioner. When all is said and done, a
dislike of the first film will probably lead to a positive hatred of this one. Enjoy the first, and you will gleam
plenty from the continuation of the story here. Curiously, it depicts a muscular, photogenic hero actually
spending most of the film running away from trouble having found himself in a strange new world that he is
catapulted into - otherwise relying on a another character entirely to hold his hand and guide him through
proceedings. Unfortunately, there is no real outstanding congealed whole around which to mould them. Much
of this, I think, derives from the fact the eponymous hero of the film is such a poor character - it is unclear,
from the too brief-a scenes early on in the film that are set on Earth, as to who he is or what he wants. He is
played by actor Sam Jones, who does reasonably well when he is provided with something to do, such as
produce a rousing speech nearer the end to finally convince a band of disparate fighters to join together and
fight an oppressor, but is otherwise left stranded by a film too interested in other things. Jones plays Flash
Gordon, an American Football player in New York and a major star and champion of his field at a time when
the planet is in the grip of a series of mysterious weather phenomena. After one particular match, he spies a
local reporter named Dale Arden Melody Anderson and hits on her having previously seen her around.
Through some relatively convoluted means, they board a light aircraft just as yet another storm rears up and
end up crashing into a mysterious science lab run by an archetypical mad scientist. This scientist is Hans
Zarkov Chaim Topol , who just so happens to be ready right-this-second to launch a self-made rocket into the
weather front wherein it will be revealed what is inducing the apocalyptic scenarios. This is all quite
impressive. His daughter is Aurora Ornella Muti , who is afforded one of the better instances of this explosion
of mise-en-scene when the restraints that bound her during an interrogation scene are, quite literally, model
metal hands holding her at the wrists and ankles. Hodges seems to be having fun here - blasting away, or even
cashing in - on the success of the "Star Wars" phenomena which opted for pretty princesses; odd looking
masked storm-troopers; evil rulers lording over universes and terrible dialogue. You could probably do a bit
better with "Star Wars", in fact - not something some of us are very used to saying It was to my tremendous
surprise, then, that I took to the third film of the trilogy, which is certainly enjoyable if you try to put the first
two films out of your mind and enjoy it for the rather daft causality driven thriller that it is. If you gave it a
tweak here and there; kept the overarching plot devices and other content, "The Hangover: The film, unlike
the other two, chooses not to revolve the story around the aftermath of a night of drinking - the characters here
are not relegated to attempting to piece together the remnants of a botched boozy fiesta from behind the veneer
of a seemingly incoherent set of clues. Rather, the film grants them sobriety and lucidity: In sticking to
tradition sort of , they lose Doug and even, for a brief few scenes, reacquire a familiar face played by Mike
Epps.
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He's living in the midst of the greatest moral dilemmaâ€”one that gave rise to the Civil War, and yet he sets his novel
back in time in order to talk about issues of immorality and good and evil. Let's think about that for a moment.

She is particularly interested in the work of Toni Morrison. She is the editor of Within the Circle: She is the
author of The Freedom to Remember: She often questions idealized notions of love: That novel deals with
self-love, and the absence of self-love for Pecola and other African Americans who buy into white standards
of beauty. It also deals with family love. It is rumored that Eva has sold her leg out of love for her kids. Note
that the family she leaves the children with when she goes off is named Suggs. In Beloved, it is Baby Suggs
who preaches about self-love in the Clearing. Love for the race causes the Seven Days to kill white people in
Song of Solomon; in Paradise Pulliam argues that love is difficult always and also divine. Love causes Joe
Trace to hunt his mother Wild as well as Dorcas in Jazz; is it love that keeps Dorcas from revealing the name
of her killer? On page 63 of Love, L considers the topic of infatuation. Might her name be Love? Is she the
essence of love? So, is this novel a love story? If so, who are the lovers? Why did Bill Cosey marry Heed the
Night? Is he a pedophile? Did he love her? And why do all these women love Bill Cosey? He is a patriarch
who envelops the lives of these women, even in death. His widow, Heed, and his granddaughter, Christine,
once close friends, now battle each other at every turn because of him. Vida Gibbons, who previously worked
at the resort, still idolizes him. In an interview with the African American novelist Gloria Naylor, Morrison
talked about women who love others so much that they sabotage themselvesâ€”they do not value themselves.
This is a key point for our understanding of the novel. The relationship develops in an interesting way between
Christine and Heed. You want to weep for them or slap them, because they have let their entire lives be shaped
by this narrow aspect of their existenceâ€”their relationship to Bill Cosey. He becomes like a god to
themâ€”they vie for his attentions, his love, his blessings. Note that he is also like a god in his striking
physical absence; in that he has a son who has died; in that he shapes the thoughts of those who believe in
him. Perhaps Morrison is engaging in a criticism not necessarily condemnation, though of Christianity. There
have been instances where folk have used Christianity in a similarly narrow way. The love, the affection,
whatever it isâ€”we turn on others because of what has happened or not happened in this relationship with this
god figure. What exactly does the love between Bill Cosey and Heed the Night entail? Think about this in
conjunction with Sula. Who would ever do her friend that way? Most students are good with the concrete as
far as setting and plot. But what does it mean and what is Morrison doing in terms of the historical and cultural
work? She uses numerous literary and historical allusions to create more depth to what we are given, knowing
that the next time around when we read this it may be very different. It is so the truth. He constantly lurks
beneath the surface. When the novel begins, he is already dead. VanDerZee was one of the principal figures of
the Harlem Renaissanceâ€”he took the photograph of the girl in the coffin that inspired Jazz. One of the
principles of these photos was to bestow dignity in death, especially if the subjects could not have it in life,
because of racism. Early in Love is an example of how literary allusions work nicely. On page 7, "Foxglove
grows waist high around the gazebo, and roses, which all the time hate our soil, rage here, with more thorns
than blackberries and weeks of beet red blossoms. Nightshade and blackberryâ€”these two types of vegetation
that we have hereâ€”are fascinating because nightshade is poisonous, and blackberry can provide sustenance.
Here in Love we have "foxglove grows waist high. My students ask, "What do these have to do with each
other? I want them to read the texts to see what these texts might possibly have to say to each other. The
Scarlet Letter evokes a subtle consideration of the racial discourses of the time when one reads it in this
moment of intertextuality; there are these echoes, these sites of memory. Hester Prynne was equally as
enslaved in her society as was Frederick Douglass. I also ask why is Nathanial Hawthorne going back to the
seventeenth century to talk about morality in a Puritan context? The novel was published in She has these
specific places in which she can move about. When we meet her, when she comes out from the prison with the
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roses by the door, she comes out and stands on the scaffold. Sounds to me like a slave auction. Let me now
blow you away. The "A" is a brand. What if it stands for abolition? We got all of that from foxglove and roses.
We get digitalis, a cardiac medication, from it. This is an early, subtle key about what happens to Cosey.
These womenâ€”May, Christine, Heedâ€”had given their lives to him. We can interrogate that as well.
Agency does have something to do with this. Do you remember in Sula, when Sula and Nel have the
conversation at the end about loneliness? How are we going to define justice in terms of what L does? How
does her action shape what happens next? You might ask, did she really improve things? Another example of a
reference that would be interesting to research would be First Corinthians , which Morrison has engaged not
only here but in other texts as well, for example, Song of Solomon. In First Corinthians, Chapter Thirteen, we
learn more about love, specifically about what it is or should be. Love is kind, not jealous, and all of those
things. If we take that text and read it in thinking about Love, what happens then? It helps for us to locate the
history of that movement in Love; it allows us to see why May is May, the paranoia that exists there, and what
the stakes are. May must learn to cope: We think about the s in an idealized way even now without thinking
about the gains and the losses. Here she examines segregation and the implications of integration. Think about
the thriving Up Beach community that existed in Love and what happened to it after. Think about the type of
safety that existed and how that was lost. Think about the economic empowerment that existed and how that
was lost. Was that what we were trying to do as we moved closer to a more perfect union between blacks and
whites in this country? Was that what was supposed to happen? From our current perspective, these are issues
to consider. What happened to the Cosey Resort? Morrison gives us this narrative of decline. What is she
telling us about this? Something about the quality of life was lost too. We see this in Jazz too. A sense of loss.
Joe was okay down there on those farms hunting. He was one of the best. How does it play into this novel?
King Oliver played jazz in New Orleans and became a legend. He checked out the Chicago scene in but
eventually made it back south to play the Creole music he was famous for. He influenced Louis Armstrong,
who we now know as one of the greats. We also have references to Negro Baseball League teams, such as the
Birmingham Black Barons and Memphis Tigers, which were a source of great pride and advancement. What
about class issues? Those seem not to be teased out as well when most people discuss them. Somehow, class
and race become synonymous in an interesting kind of way.
7: Language Matters II Reading and Teaching Toni Morrison
Beside Beloved, Sula particularly confirms that the difficulties and injustices of the past still affect the black community
and cause disturbing effects. Seemingly natural aspects of a human's life like being part of a community, an identity and
security are revealed to be not a matter of course.

8: Talk:Psychic - Wikipedia
Full text of "The Lucifer Effect Understanding How Good People Turn Evil (ISBN 1 3)" See other formats.

9: Full text of "The Lucifer Effect Understanding How Good People Turn Evil ( ISBN 1 3)"
A person of jen "brings the good things of others to completion and does not bring the bad things of others to
completion." Happiness found in respect, reverence, social harmony, bringing out the good in others.
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